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Category:Behaviourism Category:Personality theoriesQ: Hide/show specific rows based on input value I have a list of providers.
When the provider is clicked on, I'd like the rows to toggle on/off depending on the selected value. I've tried a few things, but

nothing seems to work as I expect. For instance, I tried the following for the checkbox: $('.providers.provider').click(function(){
$(this).closest('tr').toggle(); }); and the following for the text: $('.providers.provider').click(function(){

$(this).closest('tr').toggle(); }); Here's a js fiddle: You'll notice that I'm having issues getting the rows to hide/show on click, but
when you select a different provider, it correctly toggles. A: You're using.closest, which is searching the DOM up the tree

looking for a matching selector. If the row is not a descendent of your click's parent, it won't find a match, so the row won't
toggle. Instead, you should use.find: $('.providers.provider').click(function(){ $(this).closest('tr').find('.listing'); }); Also, I'd

probably use the text() method instead of using.find(). $('.providers.provider').click(function(){
$(this).closest('tr').find('.listing').text(function(index, value){ return $(this).text().toUpperCase(); }); }); Aretha Franklin's

"Breakdown" to feature N.W.A. Rapper Ice Cube has been working on new music with producer Dr. Dre. (AP Photo/Gene J.
Puskar) According to Hollywood Life, the album will include "N.W.A." as well as the previously announced titles "The Art of
War," "The Next Episode," "The Winter Journal," and "The Lost Tapes." The website says the album will also be supported by

an accompanying tour. Back in March, Dr. Dre expressed his excitement over
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations for verification.Invisible man An invisible man,
invisible woman, or invisible couple is a reference to the concept of a person in a relationship but who appears in the public eye
as an individual, for instance a celebrity couple or a former political couple. The concept of the invisible man has been in use
since at least the 19th century, before the invention of the photographic or the film camera. Although media and social research
in the 21st century has provided much evidence of the existence of invisible couples, "visible men" are not actually more
common than "visible women". The term "invisible couple" is therefore sometimes replaced with the more accurate "invisible
partnership". Invisible men are sometimes cited in relationship discussions because the term invisibility was invented as a
concept in which "the subject lacks visibility" — the opposite of visibility. But a relationship in which neither partner is visible
is also an invisibility. Invisible men are often cited as a form of absence or as the opposite of a "hero". (In the early 20th
century, the term "Invisible Woman" was a reference to the opposite of a "heroic" woman; today the term "Invisible Man" is a
reference to the opposite of a "heroic" man.) The term "invisible woman" was coined by the sociologist Eva Illouz, the invisible
woman is a person who is invisible due to the choice of her partner, where she does not play a significant role in his public life.
Of more than thirty books written on the topic of invisible couples, some are: "Hidden in Plain Sight: Why We Are Lonely
(When We're not with You)", "invisible men and invisible women in Japan", "Invisible Partners: How Invisible Couples Affect
Us and How We Affect Them", "Intimate and Invisible: The Hidden World of the Married Couple", "Desire Unlimited: The
Psychology of the Hidden Life of Men and Women", "Forbidden Love: Why Men and Women Should Become Intersubjects",
"The Hidden Inhabitants: Our fascination with others' lives and the ethical limits of eavesdropping", "Overtime: Mapping the
Real Lives of Invisible Partners", and "The Invisible World of the Married Couple". Another book focuses on invisible couples
in Switzerland: "Les Exclus, eux qui s'enfuient au Sud de Suisse et 2d92ce491b
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